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Abstract—This paper presents an online platform, named
PAGAN, for crowdsourcing affect annotations. The platform
provides researchers with an easy-access solution for labelling
any type of audiovisual content. The tool currently features an
annotator interface, which offers three different time-continuous,
dimensional annotation tools. PAGAN aims to serve as a free
online platform for crowdsourcing large affective corpora—
required from data-hungry machine learning methods for modelling affect—through a publicly available webpage, which is easy
to share and use by participants.
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I. I NTRODUCTION
With the advances of machine learning techniques requiring
growing amounts of data, collecting large volumes of reliable
affect annotations is becoming an increasingly critical challenge in affective computing. Although contemporary tools
for affect annotation exist, they often require installation
or programming knowledge and can often run only under
a researcher’s supervision. The PAGAN platform1 aims to
address issues as such by offering an easily accessible online
platform, which can help researchers crowdsourcing and managing their audiovisual annotation tasks. PAGAN provides a
highly customisable pipeline for setting up annotation projects
with three different time-continuous annotation tools.
PAGAN focuses on continuous and primarily dimensional
annotation. Dimensional frameworks on simple affective components such as arousal and valence [1] are preferred for the
task of annotation as they minimise criterion biases of categorical frameworks (e.g. [2]). Although applications based on
dimensional theories are unable to capture complex emotions
without expert interpretation, this simplicity leads to a lower
cognitive load and higher face validity during measurement.
Unsurprisingly, many contemporary annotation tools [3]–[5]
build on a dimensional understanding of emotions. The main
benefit of continuous annotation tools compared to traditional
methods (e.g. [6]) is their ability to capture temporal dynamics
of the experience While most contemporary tools [3], [4],
[7] rely on a bounded signal to ensure a universal scale
among raters for the benefit of a wide array of statistical and
machine learning approaches, new ordinal affect annotation
1 http://pagan.institutedigitalgames.com
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Fig. 1. RankTrace interface in the PAGAN platform. Annotating a conversation with Spike, an agent from the SEMAINE database [9].

techniques emphasise the relative nature of emotions [8]
through unbounded labelling [5]. PAGAN includes discrete,
absolute scale, and relative unbounded annotation techniques
to cater to a wide variety of research needs.
II. S YSTEM OVERVIEW
PAGAN was designed to require no installation. The platform can run in any modern browser and only requires a
desktop computer with a conventional keyboard. PAGAN
consists of an annotator interface with associated tools and
an administration dashboard, that are both described in this
section.
A. Annotator Interface and Tools
PAGAN separates the annotator application and the administration interface to eliminate distractions during the annotation
sessions. Upon navigating to the project link, the annotator
is either greeted with a prompt to upload (or link) a video,
or she is sent to the main application with a video already
loaded for them. Here, the annotator is welcomed by a short
text and description of the task, which they can start at their
leisure. The annotator application is controlled by the up and
down keys on the keyboard (Fig. 1). The session is repeated

mary page. The annotation target is the label used for the y axis
in the annotator application (see Fig. 1). The target description
can be used to clarify the annotation task before it starts. The
annotation type features the three aforementioned annotation
tools. As a project source, researchers have the option to either
upload videos, provide YouTube links or task participants with
uploading or linking audiovisual content during the annotation
process. Videos can be loaded both in sequence or randomly,
with an option to either end the annotation sessions after a
set number of tasks or reshuffle the videos indefinitely. If the
videos are not muted, participants will be reminded to turn on
their speakers. Optional instructions can be added at the end of
the annotation procedure to help the integration of the platform
into larger experimental designs. Finally, the system supports
Google Forms surveys to be distributed to the participants with
an option to auto-fill the randomly generated participant ID.
After creating a project, its progress (how many participants
have completed it) and data (annotation logs and included
videos) can be accessed under the My Projects page. Here,
researchers can find the generated project link as well. Disseminating the task to remote participants is done easily through
sharing this link with them. The platform is suitable for
snowball sampling as participants can reshare the project link
to recruit more subjects.
III. C ONCLUSION

Fig. 2. Project creation screen on the researcher interface.

if the participant annotates less than 25% of the content and
it automatically pauses if the annotator navigates away from
the window but keeps it open. After the session, an optional
message and survey link is displayed.
There are tree types of annotation tools implemented in
PAGAN. RankTrace is based on the work of Lopes et al.
[5] and implemented as an ordinal annotation tool; RankTrace
displays the whole session history (see Fig. 1) which acts as
a dynamic reference point during the annotation. GTrace is
based on the work of Cowie et al. [3] and implemented as
an interval annotation tool; GTrace provides temporary cues
about the previous few cursor positions as a form of reference
point during annotation. BTrace is a new tool based on the
work of Yannakakis and Martinez [4] and implemented as a
discrete but time-continuous annotation tool; BTrace measures
binary change and similarly to RankTrace, displays the whole
annotation history.
B. Administration Dashboard
The administration dashboard is a page dedicated to researchers where they can create new (and access ongoing)
projects. User data is secured by a user name and encrypted
password. Researchers can create new projects through a
highly customisable interface, which can be seen in Fig. 2. The
project tile mainly helps identifying the project on the sum-

This paper presented a highly customisable and accessible online platform that democratises and eases the videoannotation task by aiding affective computing researchers and
practitioners to crowdsource such tasks in a rapid manner.
The presented framework, PAGAN, offers a free easy-to-use
platform for the collection of large affective corpora. The aim
of the project is to enable the wider application of often datahungry machine learning methods for affect modelling.
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